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ANALYSIS OF THE FISHING DEvELOPMENT IN SEYCHELLES AND THE
NEED EOE u°C?ADING TP&IH1nG
This paper analyzes the present situation of fishing
development in Seychelles, and focuses on the relevant
necessities for developmentin the future.
The paper concentrates mainly on the training component,
although some proposals which will accelerate the
development are put forward.
It has been found through the study that the present trai­
ning available at the School of Maritime Studies does not
cater in any way to the requirements of the fisheries
development in Seychelles. Manyproblems identified have
been elaborated upon and solutions have been proposed. It
is concluded that the earliest attention should be given
to the proposed training scheme in a way that development
will not stagnate in the future. Furthermore some
recommendations are proposed, such as the establishment of
a maritime forum, setting up a committee to evaluate the
school's curriculum, and having the Seychelles Fishing
Authority give its fullest attention to the Guidelines for
the Training of Fishermen as drafted by the United
Nations’ Agencies (Food and Agriculture Organization,
International Labour Organization, and International Mari­
time Organizationfi.
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As an island country, Seychelles has a long
tradition in fishing. The people of the country
have traditionally had two basic staple foods ,
rice and fish. It is thus clear—cut that fish is an
important source of protein in the Seychellois’
diet. It is essential that everyone eat somefish
everyday. Even the fishermen who have been engaged
in fishing as a source of income have given
priority to supplying the local market for home
consumption.
In addition to the local utilization the export of
the product has grown to becomethe nation's second
most important source of foreign exchange earnings.
However. the fisheries sector has been confronted
with various problems and constraints which have
resulted in a declining volume of fish landings.
and the population has turned to imported meat and
tinned foodstuff to supplement the animal protein
in the absence of enough fish.
The above problem caught the attention of the
government during the preparation of its second
National Development Plan for the five year period
1984 to 1989. Through the National Development Plan
Committee the government sought to devise measures
viii
to fifid S01UtiDh5to this situation and these are
elaborated 1“ a document entitled "FISHERY
MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY".
The principal goal of this strategy is the
judicious exploitation of the fishery resources.
which forms a Dart of the main national objectives
of diversification of the country's economy,
creation of employmentopportunities, and
enlargement of the basis of sustainable social and
economic development.
The scope of this report attempts to cover mainly
the issue of the training component for the
fisheries sector in order to provide a trained and
experienced human resource as a vital component of
the Fishery Managementand Development Strategy. It
also analyzes the constraints affecting the artisa­
nal and industrial fisheries.
Although at present the Seychelles Fishing
Authority has clear-cut objectives for the
development of the fisheries sector.many
constraints presently exist in the development of
both these fisheries.
Some-of the issues which will engage the attention
of this study include:
1. The ageing manpower base.
Fish ‘ ' 'S°ar°1t1e5 dUF1“Q the southeast monsoon
affeiting dDmeEticmarket.
The diffi:u1t ;erking condiL;;ng,
The poor accommodationfacilities.
Inadequate safety at sea.
Lack of adequate port and shore infrastructures,
and
Environmental disturbances on the fisheries sec­
tor.
The above mentioned issues will be formulated in
the following recommendations and proposals .
1. Recommendationof well defined objectives for
the development of the fisheries .
2. Recommendation on strategies to meet these
objectives. ‘
3. A proposed training scheme for fishermen.
4. Programs to implement such recommendations and
proposals.
THE APPROACH
In compiling this document a number of ministries.
parastatal bodies, international agencies (FAO.
OSTROH3were visited uJZiHQ the WLuLEZ orean item
the World Maritime University, from the 12th
December 1986 to 6th February 1987. Most of these
agencies are directly concerned with fishery
resources development in some way or another.
Through interviews many issues on the subject were
unveiled thereby giving the author a clearer
picture of the problems and constraints facing tne
fisheries sector. ‘It, therefore. becameeasier to
make an assessment of what may be needed for the
future development of the fishery resources in the
Seychelles with reference to the present fisheries
policy.
It is the hope that the investigation would have a
positive impact on the National Developmentfive
year plan in the future. The economyof the country
will also have a leading part to play in boosting
increased revenue through future development of the
fishery resources. Most important in this venture
will be a trained manpowerto bring this process to
reality.
CHAPTER 1
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1.1. BACKGROUND : THE SEYCHELLES
1.1.1. GEOGRAPHY
The Republic of Seychelles is an archipelago
comprising more than_1D0 islands widely scattered
over the western Indian Ocean, demarcated by
latitude 3 Degrees and 11 Degrees South and
longitude 46 Degrees and 56 Degrees East.
Although it is composedof forty central.
mountainous, granitic islands of the Mahegroup and
somesixty outer, flat ocoralline islands spread
over an area of approximately forty-five thousand
square kilometers, only four hundred and
forty—four square kilometers of this vast area is
land.
The granitic islands of the Seychelles bank are
considered to be fragments of the ancient
Gondwanaland. The Seychelles and St Helena in the
Atlantic, are the only granitic oceanic islands in
the world.
The islands Df the Ma“? QFOUD with Mane as the
1'““F'°5"- 1“ the group (one hundred and fifty-two
square kilometers.) rise from a large. shallow
(average depth of less than twenty metres and a
m3*imUmdepth of no more than hundred metres).
CF95Ce“t“5haDed submarine plateau to nine hundred
metres above sea level in the MorneSeychellois on
Mahe. Only two islands on this plateau, Bird and
Denis, are non—granitic sand cays.
The second group of islands spreads westwards and
southwards from the Mahegroup towards the coast of
Africa and Madagascar. This group is composed of
numerous flat, low lying coralline islands or
atolls in several clusters.
Each is located on top of volcanic structures of
various sizes and has the characteristic steep
outer slopes of true oceanic atolls. The
classification of those islands is made according
to the different coral island types.
Mahe is located one thousand three hundred and
thirty kilometers due east of Mombasa,one thousand
eight hundred kilometers northwest of Madagascar
and three thousand three hundred kilometers sou­
thwest of Bombay(India). The other neighbouring
states are Comoros, Mauritius, Maldives, Mozambi­
que, Reunion(France), Somalia, and Tanzania.
The climate is tropical with seasonal variations in
temperature and rainfall. Strange to note that
even though the islands lie very close to the
equator the climate is very pleasant.
Twomonsoons blow over the Seychelles archipelago.
the 50"th‘E’a‘5t (Vent S-Jette‘) from Mav to '~Jr:~\.«9»-nv_-.=_»­
and the northwest (Vent d’Nord) from November to
May.
The average air temperature ranges from
twenty-seven degrees celcius maximumand
twenty-four to twentv-five degrees celcius minimum
throughout the year.Durinq the northwest monsoon
the air is quite humid and sometimes very
enervating. whereas during the southeast monsoon
the air is quite pleasant with the presence of
light showers of rain being very frequent during
the months of May to July. The average annual
rainfall is two thousand three hundred and sixty
millimeters.
The southern islands lie in the west-flowing South
Equatorial Current, while the northern islands are
in the path of the east-flowing Equatorial Counter
Current.
9
The northern islands lying nearer the equator are
generally less exposed than the southern islands.
which are relatively more exposed and thus more
affected by the southeast tradewinds. The wind
speed varies from eight knots from early November
to March, to twelve knots from June to September.
The monsoon seasons are leading actors which hamper
the development of the fishery resources. They have
an important 9°19 to Dlav in the scarcity of fish
affectlfiq the Seychelles islands during the
southeast monsoon.
The cranitic islands of the Mane qrcug a;= .31;
DP0tECtEd from the cyclone belt and hurricanes.
They have great catastrophic effects on the two
neighbouring island states of Mauritius anc
Madagascar.
Recently in May 1936, the port of Toamasina in
the
The port was extensively damaged, requiring repair.
the
Madagascar was victim of a severe hurricane.
This repair is being Danish
Institute.
undertaken by
Research The island of Mauritius also
suffers from frequent cyclones which cause
considerable and often irreparable damage.
Amongthe southern and eastern edges of the Mahe
plateau, upwelling has been shownto be consistent
due to the presence of the cold sub-surface water
and the abundance of phytoplankton in the area.
HISTORY
The Seychelles may have been known and visited by
the Arab traders sailing to and from th East
African coast during the Middle ages.
The Amirantes group was sighted by the Portuguese
However, he did
that the
in 1502.
It was only in 1742
explorer, Vasco da Gama,
not make a stopover.
Frefich fiF5t Explored the islands. They claimed
possession in 1756.
Nonetheless The islands were left uninhabited for
53”G fe5T5- :0 1794 the French oarziszn 5u"’¢ 5e’;
to a British naval force.
However, the French administration went on until
the year 1810. A few years later in 1814 by the
Treaty of Paris. possession by the British of the
Seychelles and Mauritius Islands was confirmed.
Administration of the two colonies as a sinole unit
went on until 1872. In 1903 the Seychelles became a
Crown Colony of the British Government.
Although in 1943 The Seychelles Taxpayers and
Producers Association represented the landed class
in a general election, it was not until the
beginning of 1960 that the Seychellois people
really awoketo the era of politics.
Several political parties were formedat that time.
However, in 1963 two prominent political parties
were formed by two law graduates, both having
studied in England. James Mancham formed the
Seychelles Democratic Party (S.D.P.) and France
Albert Rene the Seychelles People United Party(S.P.U.P.).
Both had as their aim to upgrade the poor class of
the society. In 1967 they demanded that a new
constitution be promulgated for the establishment
of a Governing Council.
A.maJ0PitY of members was elected from the two
partie5' H°V9V9Ps the outcome was not backed by
either party. A constitutional conference was held
in London in 1970. It ended with a ministerial
system of government being estap;.,neg,
However, at a general election in November 1970,
the S.D.P. won ten seats in the legislative
assembly, whereas the S.P.U.P. gained only five.
Manchamwas appointed Chief Minister.
From that time onwards the two parties were in
bitter conflict. Although further elections were
held at different intervals during the middle of
1970, the results of the other elections still
created controversy. This was because even though
the S.D.P. wononly fifty two percent of the polls.
they got thirteen seats, while the S.P.U.P., having
won forty eight percent of the polls, got only two
seats.
However, the two parties were united on one issue,
that of independence. The Seychelles achieved\
independence on the 29th of June 1976. It became a
sovereign republic within the Commonwealth.
A coalition government was formed with Mancham as
President and Rene as Prime Minister. It was at
that time that the United Kingdomreturned to the
Seychelles the islands of Aldabra, Farquar, and
Desroches. They had been detached in 1965 to form
part of the British Indian Ocean
Territory.(B.I.O.T.). They had been subsequently on
lease to the United States.
On the 4th/5th of June 1977 some supporters of
S.P.U.P.
London
the
staged an armed coup while Manchamwas in
for the Commonwealth conference. Many
reasons were given for the staged coup. Albert Rene
was sworn in as President.
Several attempts of counter coup
Albert Rene
have been successful.
have been tried
since became President. None of them
In September 1986 there was a
big reshuffling in 'the present government.
The present government achieved ten years of ruling
time on the 5th of June 1987.
ECONOMY
The area of cultivated land is very limited. About
hectares of a total area of fourteen
The
one thousand
thousand hectares on Maheis cultivated. soil
is generally poor. Newland is being opened up for
farming on someoutlying,islands. The islands are
managed by the Islands’ Development Companv.
The most important cash crop is coconut, the source
of copra. It accounted for 43% of the domestic
export earnings in 1982. In 1982 it increased to
45%. However, due to the world's recession, export
of this commodity has since gone down­
The second important cash crop is CinnamOfi-It 3150
suffered a serious decline in export. The
hundredproduction of green leaf tea rose from one
and Sixty-seven tons in 1980 to one hundred and
eighty tons in 1985.
Small quantities of sweet potatoes. yams, sugar
cane and bananas are grown for local consumption.
The government is trying to increase output of
‘bananas, mangoes and avocados. It is also trying to
makethe country more self-sufficient in fruits.
vegetables, meat, and milk. There is a fruit and
vegetable canning plant and an integrated poultry
unit. The islands can supply sufficient amounts of
poultry for the local demand.
Another major contributor to the economy of the
Seychelles is tourism. In 1983 the number of
visitors was fifty-five thousand five hundred and
eighty-seven. In 1986 the number of visitors
increased to sixty-seven thousand eight hundred and
seventy—nine.
In order to diversify the economy away from
tourism, the fishing industry is being modernized
and expanded. Presently the government issues
licences for foreign fishing vessels to fish in its
Exclusive Economic Zone.
Seychelles has signed a petroleum exploration
agreement. It covers an offshore concession area of
16,000 square kilometers. Up to now no definite
results have been given. India is collaborating in
surveys of polymetallic nodules in the EEZSome of
the other islands contain large amounts of guano(fertilizer).
It 5h0U1dbe fioted that the Sevchelles benefits
fF°m 3 Great deal of foreign aid. The Gross
Domestic Product is U.S. Dollars 2,590 per capita.
However Seychelles is heavily dependent on imported
foodstuffs. This item constitutes 20%of the total
imports. The population of Seychelles is sixty five
thousand people.
1.2. THE SEYCHELLES EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE
In December 1982 the new United Nation Convention on
the WLawof the Sea was signed by 119 countries
including Seychelles. The signature brought to a
close almost a decade and a half of discussions. The
Convention now recognises several coastal state
rights to establish a 12 mile territorial sea and
beyond that an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
extending up to 200 miles from the low water mark or
base line. The coastal states have sovereignty over
the territorial sea, subject to the right of innocent
passage in the EEZ (sovereignty rights for the
purpose of exploring and,exploiting, conserving and
managingthe industrial resources) as well as certain
other rights subject to the rights of other states of
which the most important for fisheries are freedom of
navigation and under certain conditions access to
fisheries.
In 1977 the Maritime Zones Act extended the limits of
the territorial waters to Seychelles up to a distance
of 12 nautical miles from the nearest point of the
base line. Such limits may be amended by order when
the President considers it necessary to do so taking
lntfi aCCOUfitinternational and state reaulations.
Seychelles exercises its sovereignty over these
waters, the seabed and underlying subsoil tge5 FIG
airspace above. Except in certain circumstances
(conne:tei with pUb1iL ;aIeL/, publie Q;gaL’
the
territorial
.'.:f:‘
and security) foreign ships
the
enjoy right of
innocent passage through uater5_
SPECIES AND LIFE HISTORIES
The Seychelles Exclusive
fish
species have been recorded from demersal and
at different Table I
the species composition in the traditional
Economic Zone contains a
rich variety of species. Nearly nine hundred
peladic
catches period of time. shows
fisheries
which is carried out by handlining, traps and qill
netting. However, the record is purely from catches
brought ashore, whereas there are manytrash fish
because of
Table
which are unaccounted for statistically
the unavailability of consumer demandfor them.
11 shows the species composition in the industrial
fisheries caught by foreign vessels in the Seychelles
EEZ.
However, both the demersal species and the pelagic
scale fishermen when
at
by small
fishing
species are caught
carrying out their aCtiVitiE5 593­
Most of the demersal species grow to large sizes and
have a very low mortality rate. The potential in the
unexploited stock is about ten percent of the initial
biomass- Their maturity ages are from four to seven­
with fork
five centimeters for the small demersal
teen years, lengths ranging from twentv
10
guns: 1
—_.—_
host IHPORIANT CDHHERCIALspecies LANDEDor In: ARTIBANALruauenv
Om Lesa! tins
Bourgeole
Bordeoar
Vlellle Haconde
Vlellle Platte
Crolasant
Vara Vara
Job Grla
Job Jaune
Batrlcan
Barangue Balo
Carangue Platte
Ihon Jaune
Bonlte
Klngllsh
Dlable La Volle
Eapadron
Honsleur Hangard
Capltalne Blanc
Capltalne Rouge
Babonne
Becune
Buele Longue
Yrap Cordonnler Blanc
Cordonnler eoule­
feeee
Cacatol Blanc
Cacatol Bruno
Chlrurglen
Rouget Local
Rouget tache
Net Hacquereaux Doux
Hacquereaua Broe
Yeul (tekal
Sources: Seychelles
1986
_,..._._—_ .._.:.j.__.._.__—.
EngllIQ_fl!5e
Eeperor Red Bnapper
Huephaad Snapper
Brounapotted Brouper
Hhlte Blotched Broupar'
Hoontall Seabaaa
leo-apot‘Red Snapper
Brean Joblleh
Blueapotted Jobllah
Buldger
Yellow Spotted Trevally
Yelloulln Tuna
Bonlto
Klngflsh
Balllleh
Harlin
loeato Hlnd
Bluellned large-aye Breaa
Spangled Eaperor
Spotted Coral-Trout
Plckhandle Barracuda
Longface Eaparor
Shoeeaker Splnefoot
Btreaellned Bplnaloot
Yelloeacale Parrot
Bleakar‘a Burgeonflah
Daah-and-dot Boatllah
lndlan Mackerel
Blg-eye Bcad
Fishing
11
Authority
!=|_In.t.!!_|5_t!e-9
Lutjanue aabae
Lutlanua cocclneus
Eplnephelchlorostlgea
Eplnephalua eultlonatatua
Varlola loutl
Lutjanua hohar
Aprlon vlrescena
Aphereus rutllans
Prlatlpoeoldea lllaaentosus
Carangoldes gyenostethua
Cerangoldes Oulvoquttatus
lhunnua albacarea
Euthynnua alllnla
Acanthocyblue eolandrl
latlophoruua platypterue
Hakalra ap.
Caphalopholla aonneratl
Byanocranlua roblnsonl
Lethrlnua nebuloaus
Plectropoeue eaculatua
Bphyraena jello
Lethrlnua elongatus
Blganue autor
Blganua argenteua
Bcarua ghobban
Scarus ep.
Acanthurue bleekerl
Paruneueue seychellenals
Parupeneus barberlnus
Rastrelllg:. kanagurta
Baler crueenopthaleua
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5PEC195 50 5EVEntY centimeters for the largepredatory species.
In the case of the pelagic species exploited in the
industrial fisheries such as tuna. their ages of
maturity are from five years to twelve years
attaining fork length betweensixty five centimeters
to one hundred and twenty five centimeters.
the However.as ocean environment is variable. there can be
dramatic chanoes_from year to year in individual fish
stocks. It should be pointed out that interaction
between species is complicated by their feeding
habits and the food chain.
DISTRIBUTION
It is apparent that over the whole area of the
EEZ.
According to the surveys conducted.
that there
fish on the Mahe
fish
the coralline ground and about fifty thousand tons on
varied quantities of fish are found.
it
Seychelles
is possible
are relatively low densities of demersal
The of demersalPlateau. biomass
was estimated at forty—seven thousand tons on
the sandy ground.
the EEZ
thousand tons of demersal
On the other bank areas within Seychelles
there probably ten
fish.
difficulties because of possible migration of
are
However, there are biomass estimate
stocks
between coralline and sandy grounds. Fromthe recent
survey by "Coriolis" in November1979, the estimated
the fish
fifty thousand tons.
biomass for pelagic was one hundred and
In addition to the fish species. a deep water shrimp
resource has recentlv been discovered on the edce of
the Mahe Plateau. The MahePlateau is cited as being
a nurserv around for both the demersal and pelaaic
species.It is probable that this can be misleading in
stock asssessment.
Recently the Seychelles EEZ has been divided into
different fishing zones. Table III (a, b, c. d) shows
the different zones and respective geographical
positions.
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ECQNQM_IC MARITIME‘SEYCHELLES EXCLUSIVE
,AL'
H x’35?‘§§
:6 - (Eula Glomuuu
uoflnaiaua
can
'?‘.- L­73‘ MALAGASY
1. Sbegrees
O‘
U‘O‘l-|'1-bulblbl
1. bbegrees
1. 7Degrees
2. 6 "
3C 6 'l
4. 7 ”
MAHE ISLAND SEYCHELLES BANK
22.0
40.0
30.0
55.0
44.0
38.0
34.0
34.0
06.3
39.0
39.0
06.3
23.0
53.0
53.0
‘23.0
Sources
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
'5
ZONE 1
57 degrees
56 ” “
SS " "
S4 “ "
53 ” "
56 “ “
Sb ” "
S6 ” “
PLATTE ISLAND
ZONE 2
55Degrees
SS " ”
55 ” "
SS " ”
COETIVY ISLAND
ZONE 3
56 Degrees
56 II II
56 II II
55 II II
Seychelles
16
23.0’E
0b.9’E
11.0’E
23.0’E
47.0’E
08.0’E
02.0’E
23.0’E
3S.b’E
3S.6’E
10.0’E
10.0’E
2S.0’E
3S.0’E
06.0’E
S6.0’E
Fishing Authority.
FORTUNE BANK
ZONE 4
1- 7DE'G|1-‘EES 35-0'3 57Deqrees ‘13.0’E.
C. 7 ” ” CI. '5 E5 " H g:_g'[
3. 7 " " o1.0'5 56 ~ " 45.0’E
4. 7 " " 16.0’S 56 ~ ~ 40_0IE
S. 7 " ” 35.0’S S6 " " 49_o'E
AMIRANTES ISLAND
ZONE 5
1. Sfleqrees 45.0/S 53Deqrees S5.D’E
2. 4 " ” 41.D’S 53 " ” 3S.6’E
3. 4 ” ” 41.D’S S3 “ ” 13.D’E
4. 6 ” " 09.0’S S2 ” " 36.0’E
5. 6 " ” 33.0’S 53 ” “ 06.0’E
ALPHONSE ISLAND
ZONE 6
1. 7Deqrees 21.5’S §2DEQFEES 55-5'5
2. 6 " " 43.o's S2 " “ 56-S’E
3. 6 ” ” 48.D’S S2 “ ” 32.0’E
4. 7 " " 21.5's 52 " " 32-0'5
PROVIDENCE IS, FARQUHAR,AND ST PIERRE
ZONE 7
1. 1ODegrees2o.o's 51oegrees 29-0'5
2. 5 " " 3a.o's 51 ” " 15-0'5
3. 9 " " .o4.o's 50 " ” 23-0'5
sources Seychelles Fishing Authority.
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COSMOLEDO AND ASTOVE ISLANDS
ZONE 8
1. 10 Degrees 18.0’S 48Deqrees 02.0’E
2. 9 ” " 34.0’S 47 " “ 49.0’E
3. 9 " ” 23.0’S 47 ” " 34.0’E
4. 9 " ” 39.D’S 47 " " 14.0'E
5. 10 ” “ 18.D’S 47 “ ” 36.0’E
ALDABRA AND ASSUMPTION
ZONE.9
1. 9Degrees S4.D’S 46Deqrees 44.0’E
2. 9 ” " 1D.0’S 46 “ ” 44-0’E
3. 9 “ " 1D.D’S 46 " ” 01.0’E
4. 9 ” ” S9.0’S 46 " " 01.0’E
TABLE i11 can
Sources : Seychelles Fishing Authority.
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HISTORY OF EXPLOITATION AND DEVELOPMENT
It has been recorded that as early as 1903 fishing
activities on a commercial basis had started in
the Seychelles. However, those activities were
being carried out solely by the colonial power at
that era.
Hornell. the
to the
stating that
Furthermore in the year 1921, James
Director of Fisheries in Madras wrote
Under-Secretary of State in London,
there was a large quantity of pelagic fish in the
Seychelles that could be exploited on the grounds
of establishing a commercially viable fishing
industry. However, not much was done towards
developing the fishing industry to its full
potential at that time.
Nonetheless, after the first survey of 1948 by
wheeler and Ommaneya commercial fishing industry
Seychelles. This was
undertaken by the Colonial Development Corpora­
tion. It operated mainly on the northern part of
the Saya de Malha Bank, and the Mahe Plateau.
However, it rapidly failed. This was because of
19
ffiadefluate marketing facilities. improper fish
ha“d1i"9 at 593» and a lack of proper shoreinfrastructures.
Between the years 1950 and 1960, a large
Perfiefitage Of the people of Seychelles were
engaged in various fishing activities. Theywere
mainly using the primitive fishing technology
available at that time. Thosefishing acti¢ities
were essentially being carried out for local
consumption.
During that era, the coastline around the Mane
and other islands forming part of the Seychelles
EEZ had an abundance of estuaries. Fishing
activities were mostly being undertaken close to
the coast because the‘abundance of the demersal
species which were in great demandon the local
market were available around the reefs close to
the estuaries. At that time the population of
Seychelles was around thirty thousand. The only
available processing was curing by salting of the
surplus catch. ,
By the middle of 1960, exploitation of the
demersal species was mainly being undertaken by
private entrepreneurs. Larger whale boats were
being built and the introduction of inboard and
outboard engines for propulsion purposes gave the
small group of experienced fishermen more
confidence to proceed farther out to the Mahe
Plateau to carry out their fishing activities.
However, those fishermen were not at that time
deriving great benefits from the exploitation.
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Host of the benefits went to the middle men who
were owners of the fishing ves5e15,
Late 1” 1950: EHEmbryonic Department of Fisheries
was established under the auspices of the
Department of Agriculture. The Department of
Fisheries dealt mainly with administrative matters
concerning the fisheries sector.
Land reclamation which was undertaken for the East
Coast Project in 1970( construction of the airport
and the commercial port ) jeopardized to a very
Great extent the small-scale fishing activities.
The main factors affecting these activities were
firstly that most of the estuaries on the east
coast of Mahe were ‘either badly damaged or
completely paralysed and secondly that because
manpower was badly in demand by the construction
companies carrying out the project, most of the
experienced fishermen left their fishing
activities to work in the construction sector
mainly because they could earn a better living.
It is quite evident that during the contigency
planning for the development of the East Coast
Project the fisheries sector had been overlooked.
Emphasis of the development had been more geared
towards the development of the tourism industry
and the commercial port.
However, later in the mid 70's, the artisanal
fisheries took new impetus. Artisanal fishery was
then divided into two broad categories: the
inshore and offshore fisheries. This newventure
induced more revenue for the private entrepreneurs
Some more local fishing companies emerged. Two of
the most successful of those companies were
" Le Bon Poisson ” and “ Larue’s Fishing Company "
Development of the artisanal fishery was mainly in
the areas of :
1. Introduction of new fishing gear (trolling).
2. Fish preservation at sea (ice), and
U1
. Use of longlining for bottom fishing.
It was only after achieving power in middle of
1977 that the present government took an active
role in the fishery resources exploitation.
Even the Seychelles Exclusive Economic Zone became
the focal point of interest for several resource
surveys which were to be undertaken by foreign
agencies.
Demersal trawl surveys carried out by research
fishing vessels such as the R/V Prof. Metsyatsev
(1976 to 1977) Nauka (1979) and R/V Coriolis (1980
to 1981) gave stock estimates of the demersal
species using the swept area method. However,
those surveys were generally carried out only
during shorter periods of the year. As most of the
fish species showgreat seasonal variation, direct
comparison of the results from the different
surveys may therefore have been difficult.
Trawlable grounds had been located mainly on the
Mahe Plateau and very few trawls had been made in
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Other areas. However. in 1981 after a Joint
Seychellois / German demersal trawl survey was
carried out over a one-year period on the
Seychelles Plateau, it was concluded that demersal
trawling in Seychelles could not be practiced on u
commercial scale due to the lack of vast areas of
trawlable grounds and the possible harmful effects
on the ecology of the sea bed and the coralline
species.
The untrawlable grounds carrying fish stock
available to handline or traps have encouraged
commercial operations on and around the Seychelles
banks. In 1981 a state-owned parastatal fishino
company was established with the aim of mainly
exploiting the artisanal fishery.
It was believed that this would create more
employment opportunities and that distribution
for marketing purposes would be more effective.
Furthermore a new development was the orientation
towards the export market-of the surplus catch.
However. after two years of operation. the
project collapsed. This was entirely due to
mismanagement. poor motivation of the crew, and
the_mistake made in employing fishermen on monthly
salary structures.
Despite the fact that several resource surveys
have been carried out in Seychelles waters no
consensus has yet been reached on the total
biomass or the MaximumSustainable Yield available
for the demersal fishery.
The total biomass on the Mahe Plateau was
established at 42.000 tons by Berkett (19791.
75,000 tons by Orstom (1981), 80.000 tons by
Tarbit (1980), and 50,000 tons by Kunzel et al
(1983). However. present indications from the
catch rates are that stocks on someparts of the
plateau .have reached their optimum level of
exploitation and that therefore any increase in
the fishing must be undertaken with caution.
Regardingthe industrial fisheries exploitation
early development of the industrial tuna fishery
around the Seychelles can be traced back to the
mid-1970's. Before this time longliners from the
Far East ( mainly Japanese and South Korean 1
were known to have been fishing for deep swimming
tuna in and around Seychelles waters.
The year 1977 marked the starting point of the
industrial tuna fishery in Seychelles. In August
of that year the Maritime Zone Act (1977) came
into force and was implemented in February 1978 by
the Exclusive Economic ibne Order. The Act extends
the limits of the territorial waters of Seychelles
up to a distance of 12 nautical miles from the
nearest point of the base line. The Act also
establishes an Exclusive Economic Zone of 200
nautical miles from the baseline. Seychelles
exercises its sovereignty over these waters, the
sea bed and sub soil underlying and air space
OVEI‘.
In 1979, the government was approached by the
South Korean Deep Sea Association and soon after a
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fishing adreement was signed granting fishinc
licences to South Korean longliners fishing in the
Seychelles EEZ. In 1982 a Seychelles longliner.
the 5EYkor, a 350 GRT(Gross Registered Tonnage)
vessel joined the industrial tuna fisnery. Tn-s
venture, however, did not prove to be profitable
due to high operating costs. poor catch rates and
the sharp drop in the price of sashimi on the
Japanese market. The failure mayalso be attribu­
ted to both shipboard and shorebase poor
management.
Another joint venture agreement with France in
particular left Seychelles with its first
industrial fishing capability in the form of four
modern pole and line vessels. This venture also
collapsed after a year due to the lack of
shore-based infrastructures, poor motivation and a
lack of expertise of the crew. The shortage of
live bait was also a major constraint.
Between August 1981 and April 1982, two Spanish
pole and line fishing vessels carried out pole and
line fishing trials in Seychelles waters. Although
the fishing results were reasonably good, the
shortage of live bait was also identified as a
constraint that could hamper the development of a
large commercial pole and line fishery.
Exploratory purse seine fishing in and within the
Seychelles EEZ began in December 1960 with the
arrival of the "Isle de Sein" a forty-eight-metre
purse seiner with a capacity of three hundred and
twenty tons.
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2.
During the period
the
operation
December 1980 to 1931,
"Isle de Sein" showed that purse
the Port of
fasible.
March
results of
seine from Seychelles
Victoria could be
The potential of the tuna
EEZ
between November 1981 and June 1982 by the
purse
purse seining in the
Seychelles demonstratedwas conclusively
French
seiner "Yves de Kerguelen“ a sixty-nine­
metre vessel_ with a capacity of 800 tons.
Thus by late 1983 considerable interest had been
generated in the prospects of the purse seine tuna
fishery in the Seychelles and the had
by then that
government
decided any future fisheries
agreement would be on a purely commercial basis.
In November 1983, fishing licence agreement were
negotiated with the Spanish government for fifteen
purse seiners and in January 1984 with the
European Economic Community for eighteen French
purse seiners.
\
Early in 1984, a certain amount of French and
Spanish had already movedfrom the Atlantic to the
theIndian Ocean because catch rates in eastern
Atlantic had
1984 at the peak of purse seining activity,
dropped considerably. By the end of
there
were forty nine vessels fishing in and around the
Seychelles EEZ.
STATISTICAL DATA
Upto 1984 statistical data was available from the
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government's Statistic Department. at the
beginning of 1984 the Seychelles Fishing Authority
However,
decided to take over the collection of statistical
data concerned with the fishery resources. Thus
the statistics for the assessmentof the fishing
industry's impact on the national economy are
m3in1Y to be found on an aggregated level.
CATCHES ANNUALLY
Fish landing increased up to 1978 but have
decreased since then from 5.400 tonnes to 3.900
tonnes in 1980. However, total landings by the
1984 has been around 4.000
tonnes and has remained stable for the years 1984
to 1985. In 1986 a total of 4,630 tonnes of fish
Mahe,
artisanal fishery by
was landed on Praslin, and La Digue.
14% the
uhalers and schooners caught
the
This figure represents a increase over
1985 The
approximately 48%of the total landings:
by the boats
landings.
rest
which operate in thewas smaller
inshore fisheries. In addition approximately
80,000 tonnes of tuna has been transhipped at the
Tables IV and V
annual catches for the year
Seychelles Port of Victoria. Show
statistical data of
1986.
TRANSFORMATION (PROCESSING)
Fish is marketed in fresh condition, frozen,
smoked, salted/dried or as ready to cook products,
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Sources
animal feed and bait. The present fish
takes processingDlace either at the Fish Division of the
Seychelles Marketing Board fish processing
OH
plants
Long Pie?» at the Indian Ocean Smokeries Ltd..
at the Fishermen s Co-operative salt fish proces­
sing plant on Praslin. at
Island Development CompanyLtd.. or at the various
market places.
units belonging to
the
consumed fresh, in recent years a major proportion
Although traditionally artisanal catch was
of the catch is also frozen to be marketed later.
Of a maximum throughput of 4,800 tonnes wet
weight, 1200 tonnes are for fresh fish production.
2800 tonnes for freezing. 350 tonnes for saltino
and 450 tonnes for smoking.
EXPORTS
Export of fresh and frozen demersal fish started
in the mid-70's after the opening of the
international airport. Fish for export is usually
first grade and second gradegraded in premium,
species. Premiumgrade is usually exported fresh
on ice to Europe and Reunion whilst second grade
is frozen and exported to various other foreign
markets. The figure on the next page shows the
value of fish exports indicating the following
development in the years 1981 to 1985. Table VI
shows Export figures for the year 1986 and Table
VII shows Export figures for the beginning of the
year'1987.
SALES'BYcu6T0n£R 03009 novznaan/nsczumzn 1935
uovnnmzn razsn : or 3302:» : or
------- -- KG TOTAL KG. TOTAL
INSTITUTIONS 17.640 33.6: 51.046 51.3:
fl0¢EL8 10.363 13.7: 13.777 14_o:
RETAIL 3.057 15.3: 5.152 5.2:
xxronr 16.430 31.4: 23.500 23.3:
TOTAL 52.540 33.475
DECEMBER FRESH : or 330233 : or
------- -- KG TOTAL KG. TOTAL
INSTITUTIONS 23.331 51.1: 65.076 76.7:5.345 11.7: 6.643 7.3:
RETAIL 2.440 5.3: 3.146 3.7:
EXPORT 14.562 31.3: 3.320 11.7:
TOTAL 45.723 34.790
TOTAL
------- -- FRESH : or FROZEN : or
KG. TOTAL KG. TOTAL
INSTIT 41.021 41.7: 116.122 63.4:
HOTELS 15.703 16.0: 20.425 11.1:
RETAIL 10.497 10.7: 3.233 4.5:
nxponr 31.042 31.6: 33.420 21.0:
TOTAL 33.263 133.265
TABLEVI (Export figures for the year 1986)
Sources : Seychelles Marketing Board (Export Div.)
EXPORTS COMPARISON OF SALES 1985/1986
SC.I.F. VALUE
1985 1986
JAN/FEB 969.722 1.072.231
MAR/APR 1.410.322 1.248.709
HAY/JUN 934.286 958.451
JUL/AUG 260.840 173.416
SEP/OCT 798.803 1.415.268
NOV/DEC 490.382 1.663.339
TOTAL 4,864,355 6,531,414 34.27%
TABLEVII (Export figures for beginning of ‘19&"*‘138‘)
Sources : Seychelles Marketing Board ( Export Div.)
2.2.4.
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Fish Landings(MT) 4.444 3.897 3,750 4.021 4.350
Fish Expt.(R’000) 4.443 7.347 9.460 10.210 7.900
Domestic Exp(”) 27,471 20,297 25,200 21,400 19500
Fish Export as % 16.2 36.2 37.5 47.7 40.5
of Domestic Exp.
As will be seen from the above table fish exports
showed an
1981 to
encouraging
1985 both in
(expressed in
development in the perioc
current value
rupees R’000)
1986/1987 there has been a
the Fish
terms of
million of (local
currency). For the year
qreater increase and Division of the
Seychelles Marketing Board is looking into other
potential foreign markets.
IMPORTS
\
The imports to Seychelles of fish. crustaceans.
and mollucs and preparation thereof has slowly
decreased over the years. Between the year 1977 to
1983 the percentage of total import of fish
from 0.25% to 0.09% and in the case of
import as a percentage of fish and marine products
3.9%
the importation of fish
has
gone down
export it has gone down from 28.2% to over
the
is still limited to canned pilchards and anchovies
same period. However,
from South Africa. and crustaceans (crabs and
lobsters) from Thailand. This has been mainly due
2.2.5.
to the large demand from the tourism industry.
However, according to officials of the Seychelles
Marketing Board the import of fish is estimated at
around 2%of the fish export.
FISHING VESSELS AND GEARS
Inshore fishing is carried out by small open boats
ranging from 5 to 8 metres. mostly equipped with
outboard engines and open whalers of 7 to 9 metres
powered by inboard engines. These fish
10 to. 30
islands on the rough coralline substrate found on
the MahePlateau.
within a
radius of nautical miles of the main
The ofshore fishery is practised by larger decked
boats ranging from 9 to 12 metres equipped with 27
to 35 horse power diesel engines and knownlocally
as schooners. The table below shows figures of the
various types of boats utilised by the artisanal
fishery.
SMALL BOATS ‘ OTHERS
YEAR HOOD FIBERGLASS TOTAL NHALER SCHOONER TOTAL
1977 273 - 273 48 27 343
1932 175 97 272 48 40 360
1985 53 157 210 38 38 230
The most commoninhore gears used are handlines
which up 60% of the total gears in use,
traps make up about 35%, and the rest are gillnets
makes
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2.2.6.
and beach seines. As for the offshore fishery the
5°19 fi5hi“9 method used is handlining. Tne
“3Vi93ti0“ EQUiPmEfiton board the schooners is
limited to a compass and a few vessels have
rcrswtly had echo soun:c;s ;nstellc: :' tcs:d. ft:
vessels contain electric reels on board.
EMPLOYMENT
It is difficult to establish a general criterium
for measuring the use of labour in the fishinc
fleet and shore workers. whether a fisherman is
occupied part-time or full-time in fishing is not
easy to determine. As their counterparts in many
other countries, fishermen in the Seychelles
combine fishing with other occupations. especially
thewhen it is a bad season for fishing. In case
of shore workers, apart from the office staff of
approximately one hundred. shore workers are
mostly casual labour.
(a) FISHERMEN
.
Accordingto official statistics the numberof the
working population engaged in fishing activities
has changed over the years. However, these figures
are just rough estimates because of the fact that
the
fishermen may have been engaged in other
In February 1982 the total
was conducted those part-timewhen survey
shore-basedactivities.
number of part-time and full-time fishermen was
at, 1.350
68%, medium—si:ed
15%. In 1986 the
small boats
17%.
number
estimated about of UhiCh
vessels and
total
counted
schooners Of
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fishermen was estimated to be about 13o0_
(b) SHORE WORKERS
The amount of shore workers was estimated at about
2500 for the year 1986. Most of those shore
workers vwere engaged in the transhipment of tuna
from the foreign fishing vessels to the mother
ships. However, it must be noted that a small
number of shore workers were engaged in the
construction of the canning factory. .
PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION (preferred species)
In 1980 whena statistical survey was carried out
it that the
consumption in the Seychelles
was found annual per capita fish
was 80 kilograms.
However, in 1986 according to government officials
the per capita consumption of fish went downto 50
kilograms. This potential conflict arises because
the
local population are generally those that have the
the Thus the
prefers imported foodstuffs to replace
the
demersal varieties most appreciated by the
largest demandon export market.
population
the fish which they cannot obtain on market­
C3F4#\F’1'EEF? JLI_I
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POLICIES
Although there was a Department of Fisheries
during the colonial era and after independence.
there were no policies whatsoever established to
enhance the
development of the fishing resources during that
time.
It was only in 1980 when the National Development
Committee was set up under the auspices of the
Ministry of National Development that the
government through the first National Development
Plan (1981 to 1985) established policies for the
fisheries sector with the following objectives :
1. The improvement of the material conditions of
all Seychellois in terms of a higher level of
per capita income, nutrition, education and
social development,
2. The achievement of a high degree of
self-sufficiency in food production,
3. The creation of a more equitable society,
37
4. The achievement of full employment. and
S. The optimum use of available human and physical
resources.
However. in 1984 upon reviewing the National
Development Plan for the years 1981 to 1985. the
government established a second five-year
development plan for the vears from 1965 to 1989.
Through this five-year plan, the government fully
recognizing the value of its ocean resources.
especially the fishery resources and in particular
the tuna stocks, saw that their judicious exploi­
tation would be a very significant opportunity to
diversify the country's economvso as to create
employment and enhance the basis for sustainable
social and economic development.
The main objective of the resource management of
the fisheries sector is.to maximizethe benefits
from this sector and to increase its contribution
to national economic and nutritional goals. Thus
the development of the fishing industry will
assist in the implementation of the national
objective of a more equitable distribution of
income.
By generating additional economic activity and
thus broadening the country's economicbase, it
will further enhance the government's ability to
finance its development program.
The Si” 5peCifi° Objectives of the fisheries
sector are :
1. To create the maximumamount of work
DDDDrtunitie5.
2- To maximize foreign exchange earnings.
3. To create optimum linkages with other sectors
of the economy,
4. To ensure the stable development of the
industry.
5. To conserve the marine resources in order to
ensure the long-term viability of the industry.
and
6. To establish Maheas an important tuna center
of the southwestern Indian Ocean.
The Government of Seychelles also pursues a
licencing policy which ensures that the objectives
set out above are achieved. On their expiry,
existing licensing arrangements are revised.
Separate licences are issued for different types
of fishing vessels and/or fisheries-related
activities ( for example, tuna purse seining, long
liners, gill netters, factory ships. etc ).
In the case of foreign fishing vessels the issue
of licences is dictated mainly by considerations
of maximizing revenue from the resource while
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F9C°9“1Z1nQthe need to conserve that resource and
protect the marine environment.
In the case of domestic vessels t*e main
consideration is in the managementand control of
the fishery rather than the raising of revenue.
After some years of experimenting on the
effectiveness of state participation in small
scale fisheries in parallel with privatelv-owned
fishing enterprises. It was concludedthat it is
desirable that small-scale fishing operations
should be left in private hands. with the
provision that fishing boats should be ownedby
the operators or by group of fishermen
organization
However, the government will continue to
participate actively in large-scale fishing
operations and fishery-related enterprises
requiring substantial capital outlays likely to
lie beyond the means of Jocal investors.
Private investment on a joint basis will be
encouraged in enterprises requiring substantial
capitalization and expertise not available
locally. with the view to promoting investments in
the establishment of a fishing industry. the
government will give considerations on a case by
case basis to the offer of investment incentives
under one or more of the following forms:
1. Complete or partial exemption from payment of
trade tax on machinery, equipment. SPBFEParts
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and raw materials.
2. A corporate tax holiday on terms to be
negotiated,
3. Free repatriation of capital and remittance
abroad of profits and dividends.
4. Electric powerat preferential rates,
5. Availability of sites and. if necessary.
buildings with nearby services. and
0 Exemption from payment of registration fees on
land and buildings purchased by new enterprises
in the fishery sector.
Because of the insufficient number of young people
joining the industry, the government is also
trying to establish a MANPOWERDEVELOPMENTPOLICY,
with the aim of looking into measures of
redressing this trend.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The Fisheries Act (1942)which was being applied
until 1986 mostly to the MahePlateau, except
those regulations relating to spear guns which
applied to all the other islands of the
Seychelles, was rather vague.
The regulations were as follows:
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1, Control of the mesh sizes for fish traps andgill nets,
N Regular ifispection of the catch from fish traps
to aszertain .l _ ‘ _1. it: fl:-HE‘.-.'.u.-.. #626: tér‘.
undersized fish, and
3. Regular inspection at the main market branch to
ascertain if fish were sold according to price
controls.
Apart from the above regulations. other fishing
and marine hunting activities were regulate: a.
the following acts:
1. The National Park and Nature Conservancy Act
(CAP 159).
2. The Protection of Sea Shells Act (CAP 138).
S. The whaling and Sealing Legislation. including
the Whale and other Fishing Act (1976) and the
Seal Fisheries Ordefl Council (1913).
4. Licence regulations for the use of nets for
fishing, and
5. The Numberingand Registration regulation of
all fishing boats.
The existing fisheries legislation has been pro­
duced at different times and individual elements
do not always take account of each other. A new
law has been promulgated to update, revise and
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consolidate the existing fishing laws. The 91¢
Fisheries Acts of 1942 have been repealed and a
new Fisheries Act 1986 has been enacteg,
INQTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT?
In the past the Department of Fisheries was under
the umbrella of the Ministry of Agriculture as
mentioned earlier. However, the fishing
activities were so limited that there was only
one fisheries officer working. In 1976. the
government decided to take over control of the
exploitation of the fishery resources. The
Ministry of National Development became
responsible for government policies formulatior
on fishing. The Fishing Development Companywhich
was established at that time was working in
liaison with the above ministry.
The Fishing Development company had sole
responsibility for the development and management
of the small-scale fisheries. However.in August
1984 at a review of theufirst National
Development Plan by the Seychelles Fishing
Authority ( Establishment ) Act. The Seychelles
Fishing Authority (S.F.A.) was incorporated.
This body was formed in view of the need to
develop the fishing industry to its fullest
potential. It is a parastatal organization with
autonomouslegal and financial status, supervised
by "a board of directors appointed by the
President.
It is the executive arm of the qovernment in a11
fisheries related matters.As such it has a wide
range of responsibilities includir: :
1. Assezsmcnt and management of the fish::;
PESDUPCE5 ,
2. Management of some state-owned fishing and
fishing related enterprises,
3. Co-ordination and support of fishing
activities by owner/operators.
4. Managementof the fishing port,
U'| Development of gear technology.
6. Co-ordination of manpower training in the
fishery sector.
7. Negotiations with the representatives of
foreign vessels and monitoring of foreion
fishing fleets activities.
8. Fishery surveillance operations in conjuction
_with the Department of Defense and with any
regional fishery surveillance organization to
which Seychelles may be a party.
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The Seychelles Fishing Authority is organized
into the following divisions;
1. The Resource Management Division.
2. The Research Division,
3. The Fishing Port Division.
4. The Schooner Fleet Operation Division. and
S. The Surveillance and Enforcement Division.
The other institutional agreements are with the
following sectors:
The Department of Defense:
The department with portfolio responsibility for
defense carries out surveillance of fishing
activities.
Ministry of Education. slnformation, and Youth:
This ministry in conjuction with the Seychelles
Fishing Authority, ensures that the appropriate
training is provided to satisfy the needs of the
fishing industry. Furthermore it helps to project
an image of the fishing industry which is
compatible with its social and economic
importance to the country.
°°P““’-"'e"'*-'3‘ Planning and External Relations
The department is responsible for mobilizing
financial and technical assistance not ave1lab]p
locally to meet the needs of the industry.
The Development Bank of Seychelles
The development bank of Seychelles is responsible
for the provision of funds to Seychelles
fishermen or fishermen’s organization. acting in
consultation with the Ministry of National
Development and the Seychelles Fishing Authority.
The Seychelles Marketing Board t S.M.B. )
The S.M.B. is responsible for the
commercialization of fish and fish products.
RESEARCH
s
Research of the marine fishery resources is
carried out presently by the Research Division of
the Seychelles Fishing Authority in collaboration
with the French Ocean Scientific Research Center
in Seychelles and the Food and Agriculture
Organization. Research is being carried out in
the following areas:
1. Development and introduction of more
productive and more efficient techniques in an
effort to increase the earning powerof local
fishermen.
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2. Promotion of more efficient fishing techniques
that are more suited to the requirements of
the Seychelles commercial fishing industry.
Impetus is also being given to the possibility of
diversifying artisanal fishery activities from
their concentration on fishing for demersal
species to a balanced exploitation of both
demersal and pelagic fish. Apart from the obvious
advantages which this diversification would have
from a stock conservation point of view. the new
approach will increase the catch rates of local
fishermen and render traditional fishinq
techniques more viable.
Research work is also directed towards the
development of new types of fishing boats. These
should be capable of coping with the seasonal
weather conditions prevailing in Seychelles
waters while having relatively long distances
between their shore bases and the fishing
grounds. Other factors Ehich are critical to any
fishing activities are also considered.
Other research is being conducted in the field of
aquaculture, mariculture and the exploitation of
sea weeds.
EXTENSION
The present extension service being provided by
the Fishing Authority is in the following fields
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1' Tria15 D‘ the Prototype fishing boats Ulth
fishermen taking an active role,
2. The use of electric reels for fishing, and
3. The use of Fish Aggregating devices.
ENFORCEMENT
The Department of Defense carries out the
enforcement of fishing legislation through the
Navy. Surveillance is carried out by the Defense
Force aircraft and -patrol boats. The Police
Department deals with the identification and
arrest of illegal offenders of the fishing
legislation. There is presently an observers
programme being undertaken. however this has not
yet been proved viable.
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
.
Seychelles has been party to the United Nations
Law of the Sea Convention since 1978. It is also
a member of the Indian Ocean Fishing Commision,
and has various agreements with the Food and
Agriculture Organization, the United Nations
Environmental Programme, the United Nations
Development Programme, and has signed agreements
with the European Economic Communityconcerning
fishing licences issued to foreign fishing
vessels carrying out fishing activities in the
Seychelles EEZ.
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4.1.
(3F4fi\F’1'EEF? JL\l
C)1'F1EEF? P4fi§F?ILPdEE l§hJE> l=J[E3f4EElQj[EEE3
RELATED AcT1v1TiEs
JZFJ E3EEV’(3F1EEL.L_EEE3
TRANSPORT AND PORTS
All marine related activities in Seychelles are under the
responsibility of the Ministry of Transport. The
(Port and Harbour) administers
body
Department of Transport
all the main activities and is the dealino
with
links with the Seychelles Fishing Authority.
unique
all maritime affairs. The Department has very close
The maritime administration in Seychelles is undertaken
by the
Secretary
is headed by a
with the
Transport which
The
Department of
State. Department dealsof
following activities :
1. Harbour regulations,
Shipping affairs administration.
Shipping Acts.
International Maritime Organization Conventions,
Examinations and issuance of Certificates of
Competency for masters and mates,
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6. Surveys, and
7. All other shipping related matters including pollution
control.
However. it should be mentioned that the Department of
Transport has delegated to the Seychelles Fishing Autho­
rity dispensation on the issuance of SeamenRecord Books
to local fishermen engaged on foreign fishing vessels
operating in Seychelles waters.
In the field of maritime development. presentlv the East
Coast Project dominates all other developmentactivities.
This project is mainly concerned with extension to both
the commercial and fishing ports. Emphasis is also laid
on the development of inter-island traffic on the one
hand and trade within the Indian Ocean coastal states on
the other hand.
Developmentof the fishing industry plays a major role in
present and future maritime development plans which
are constantly kept under review by the Department of
Transport. A new quay of ninety meters is being
constructed in the fishing port. A bunker Difleline 15
presently being installed to cater for fuel to all
fishing vessels operating in Seychelles waters.
The extension to the commercial port will enable the
smooth progression of certain fishing activities such as
the transhipment of tuna, food catering business for the
fishing vessels and other inter-related activities by
providing adequate facilities at the newquay.
The present fleet comprises the "Cinq Juin" a landing
SD
craft cargo transporter, “Pecheur Breton" a reefer vessel
which operates mainly in the carriage of tuna from the
Seychelles to the Far East and Europe. and certain number
of inter-island schooners which operate in the carriage
of fish and vegetables from the outer islands to Lhe
capital of Seychelles, Victoria.
Most of the
Seychelles waters are from foreign countries apart from a
fishing vessels which operate in the
few belonging to_ local private owners. It should be
mentioned that earlier, from 1980 to 1984, Seychelles
Fishing Development Companydid own some pole and lines
fishing boats and a long liner, however, due to
mismanagementand the unavailability of the necessary
skilled manpower the vessels had to be sold out.
COMMUNICATIONS
As the Seychelles is fully dependent on imported food
stuff apart from fish, the link between the Seychelles
and foreign countries continues to be of a very important
nature where the shipping industry is concerned. Most of
the foreign ships calling at Port Victoria are engaged in
tramp shipping and their calls are made mainly for the
of textiles, foodstuff, and building materials
copra
unloading
for industries and the reloading of cinnamon and
for export.
There is presently also a large amountof reefer vessels
from France, Spain, and Japan paying regular Weekly C3115
mainly because of the extensive industrial fishing
activities regarding purse seining going on. These PeefeF
vessels transport tuna to France, Italy, United States.
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Thailand. and Australia.
4.3. TOURISM AND RECREATION
Tourism is one of the main actors in the field of social
and economic development in Seychelles. It contributes
extensively in the earning of hard currency for the
country. Most of the large hotels are located copiously
around the beaches of the Seychelles islands. And marine
recreational activities are becoming increasingly
important to the tourist market.
Manylocal owners of hire crafts operate all round the
Amirantes where big game fishing is undertaken. They also
ocassionally go as far south as the Aldabra groups where
there is a Marine Fauna Conservation park. Trips are also
madeon a regular basis to the bird protection areas on
manyof the outlying islands where large varieties of sea
gulls and other sea birds are found.
The hire crafts are chartered by tourists mainly for big
game fishing purposes. lrP198b about fifty tons of fish
were registered as having been caught in the sport
fishing activities at the MarineCharter.
Other marine recreational activities for the tourists in
Seychelles are scuba diving,.wind surfing. paragliding,
water-skiing and marine fauna sightseeing tours around
the marine parks. The government is envisaging to
undertake a program for recreational deep sea fishing in
collaboration with the tourism private sector which
presently operates hire crafts to the outer islands.
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The recreational fishing activities are not in conflict
with the small scale fisheries. because they operate
mainly in areas where the local fishermen do not carry out
their daily fishing activities. However. it should be
mentioned that the new reclamation prc;ecL -fl£:LLdhEn he;
had a negative impact on the marine parks around Ste Anne
island.
Heavy siltation has occurred and the marine fauna has been
badly affected. Most of the fishes found around the marine
parks which were one of tourists’ main attractions have
moved. elsewhere in the hope of finding better habitats.
The marine parks are used extensively by glass botton
boats which take tourists on guided tours around the natu­
ral marine faunas which are well protected by park rangers
whoconstantly keep surveillance around the park for
illegal fishermen whotry to fish around them.
CHAPTER v
ANALYSIS OF FISHERIES
DEVELOPMENT TO DATE
JZDJ E3EE\/(3F4EEL_L_EE£3
INTRODUCTION
Several changes have taken place since the initial
stage of fisheries development in the Seychelles.
Many projects undertaken have been on a trial and
error basis. However. these projects has enable
the authority concerned with fisheries development
to gather information and highlight the
experiences gained from these projects so that
constantly varied changes have been adapted in
effort to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of the fisheries development.
.
Experiences gained have been in various areas of
fisheries exploitation involving both the
artisanal and industrial fisheries.Needless to say
the experiences gained has had a positive impact
on the socio-economic benefits such as increased
catches and higher incomes‘ for the fishermen.
However, although good experiences have
accelerated fisheries development,there are still
many problems which hamper the future of the
fisheries development. The problems which have
been identified through this study are elaborated
upon and explained later on in this chapter. It
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must be borne in mind that this paper is actuallv
concentrating on the pre-requisite
training because of the unavailability of
means of
skilled
manpowerwhich is badlv needed to substantiate the
fisheries developmentin future.
EXPERIENCES GAINED
In view of "the fact that the
fisheries are
artisanal and
industrial quite distinct, each
exploiting a different resource. the experiences
gained are presented separately in this paper.
However, the paper is concentrating more on the
rather than the industrialartisanal fisheries
fisheries exploitation.
As for the artisanal fisheries. experiences have
been gained in the following areas of fisheries
development.
(a) fishing boats, gearssand methods,
(b) electronic equipment.
(c) fisheries loan schemes.
(d) shore infrastructures, ahd
(e) training.
(a) fishing boats, gears and methods
The boat types in the artisanal fisheries have
changed at different stages of the fisheries
development. Essentially two aspects are
characteristic of this development.First of all a
deep sea_fishing fleet consisting of schooners.
boats built specifically for fishing or originally
for island trading and now utilized for fisnino
purposes, have been developed. These boats are
decked and reasonably well suited for operation on
fishing grounds up to 130 nautical miles from the
fishing harbour or other shore bases. Seen in
relation to the enforcement of the Exclusive Eco­
nomic Zone of 200 nautical miles this has been the
first attempt to exploit resources in remote areas
of the EEZ.
Furthermore, the traditional small wooden boats
(pirogues, catiolos, and canots) have graduallv
been replaced by boats built of fiberglass. The
construction of fiberglass hulls for small boats
is very simple and the method used is “laminating”
instead of the more complicated carvel “sandwich”
method, so this has been adapted and been proven a
success. The boats are constructed with a double
bottom hull and a small fore deck. These small
boats are reasonably well suited for the
conditions under which they are operating.
The whalers which operate on a sort of daily basis
have been fitted with ice boxes so that the catch
reaches the market in a fresh condition. The
schooners have proved that they are well Suited
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{OP the tYDE Of fishing they are performing. They
are good sailers and fuel is saved on voyaoes to
and from the fishing grounds. They have also
proved to be seaworthy boats. The idle periods for
repair nave been constantly reduced due to the
availability of spare parts locally. Furthermore.
to save energy the conditions for operating the
sails have been improved and the rig. mast. boom
and needles have also been strengthened to with­
stand the bad weather very often encountered while
carrying out fishing activities at sea.
The seasons for the different methods of fishing
vary with the trade winds. the operation base of
the fishing methods and the migration of the fish.
During the southeast monsoon the fishing effort
decreases according to the bad weather conditions.
The strength of the wind is on an average of Force
4, however, Force 5 and 6 are often observed.
Thus due to the seasonal fluctuation, the
different types of fishing boats have recently had
to combine different gears on the same trip as it
has been proved more profitable. Presently the
combination of different gears being used is
handlines, traps, troll lines. and longlining for
fishing boats which are propelled mechanically,
while boats without engines are using a
combination of handlines, traps,'and beach seine
nets. Larger pirogues, however, are still being
used for beach seining of the Indian mackerel
because environmental disturbances such as noise
from the outboard engines can possibly scare the
fish away from the net before it has been properly
S7
closed.
As for the use of handlines for fishing. it has
been proved that replacement of the previously
used handline with nylon handlines has improveo
the catch rate by 10%. The use of other types of
hooks,tha use of artificial baits when available
locally to compensate for the occasional lack of
fresh baits. and the use of hand reels and regular
cleansing of the fishing gears have all
contributed to the improvementof the catch rate.
Even the traditional fishing traps have been given
due attention in an effort to improve their
effectiveness. The use of wire meshes have been
adapted to increase the flexibility of the traps
in such ways that the predator species (sharks!
cannot destroy the traps and feed on the catch as
they used to do before. The experiences gained in
the case of fishing gears in use in the artisanal
fisheries has greatly improvedthe efficiency of
the fishermen in carrying out their fishing acti­
vities.
However, although good experiences have been
gained in the area of fishing boats, gears, and
methods,'there are still many improvements which
should be undertaken to ‘ensure a prosperous
future for the fisheries. Details of the areas of
the improvements to be undertaken are explained
later on in this chapter.
(b) Electronic Equipment
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The long distances from the fishing harbour to the
fishing grounds to which the schooners proceed
so that the fishermen can carry out their fishing
activities has madethe introduction of certain
electronic equipment onboard the fishing boats
viable as it enables turn around time to be
greatly -reduced. Presently a couple of vessels
have radios installed onboard which they can use
for communication purposes with the port authority
in case of accidents, such as someonefallinq sick
at sea, engine failures or other mishaps.
However, it should be noted that not all the
fishing vessels operate in the sameareas and it
is quite possible that. those owners who cannot
afford to buy such equipment are still faced with
the problem of safety at sea.
The use of electric reels for bottom longline
fishing is also having a positive impact on
fisheries development. whereas increase in catch
rates has resulted with the introduction of
echo-sounders. However, there is still room for
improvementin this area of electronic equipment.
(c) Fisheries Loan Schemes
To date approximately 35 fishing loan applications
have been recommended and approved by the Ministry
of National Development. These loans are granted
by the Seychelles DevelopmentBank to artisanal
fishermen. It has been found that manyhardworking
fishermen who did not have their own fishing boats
and made use of this loan scheme, are now
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Dotential fishing boat owners/operators. They are
doing successfully in their fishing activities and
earning substantially very good income. Thus the
operating and maintenance costs are less stringent
for the fishermen.The fishjwg ajfivitipe H35 31;:
been greatly improved because the owners speno
less idle time ashore as they have the
responsibility of paying back the loan.
(d) Shore Infrastructers
work is still being undertaken on extending the
fishing port. Improvements to the fishing port
have been made mainly to cater to industrial
fishing activities such as bunkering, transhipment
of tuna from the purse seiners. and other
services.1n addition a canning factory has been
set up under a joint venture agreement with a
French company. This will provide more employment
for shore workers and Seychelles will be able to
gain some foreign exchange from the exportation of
canned fish.
I
The setting up of the Fish Division of the
Seychelles Marketing Board in 1984 has again
provided newexperience to the artisanal fisheries
based at the fishing port. The Fish Division
ensures that a constant and regular supply of fish
is available for the local market . There are fish
collecting centers all over Mahe,Praslin, and La
Digue. Fish inspection and grading are carried out
at the collection centers and the central unit.
There is also a refrigeration and cooling system
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for the maintenance unit available now. This unit
plays an important role in keeping the stored
fish safe and hygienic. The Fish Division also
runs a fish shop at the Victoria market.Loca1
consumers can buy a wide variety of fresh and
frozen fish at steady prices. Fishermenare also
provided with essential services such as bait.
fuel. and ice.
Ce) Training
The School of Maritime Studies which was
established with French financial and operational
support in connection with the Tuna Fisheries
Project in the 1980;s, has been involved in
providing training for both the artisanal and
industrial fisheries.
A new training scheme for young fishermen has now
been going on for a three-month period with lapses
of one month between each three-month training
programme. Although some of the young trainees
have shown keen interest and most have
considerably improvedtheir fishing skills. the
high turnover rate has been a dissapointment.
As for the industrial fisheries, Seychelles does
not at the present time makeoptimumutilization
of the pelagic species found in its Exclusive
Economic Zone. This is primarily due to the fact
that at this stage the Seychelles lacks the
financial and technological know-howto exploit
these resources. It has therefore opted for a
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policy of granting access to the surplus of
allowable Catch to foreign partners on the
condition that this will also contribute to the
development of the country. Although presentlv
Seychelles issues licences to foreign partners. it
is envisage that future agreements will more often
take the form of joint ventures. Permanent
settlements on most of the outer islands have been
of vital importance in terms of defence and
keeping sovereignty of the waters of the
Seychelles EEZ.
Seychelles has built up an extremely effective
control and surveillance system involving aerial
spotting and co-ordinated marine inspection and
enforcement. The cost of the surveillance aircraft
is shared with other activities among which are
search and rescue, pollution monitoring. and
servicing remote islands. The revenue from
licencing substantially exceeds the costs of
surveillance in the Seychelles. In addition.
considerable fishery information has been obtained
through this system.
The authority concerned with fisheries development
is looking into the possibility of establishing a
surveillance and enforcement system with
the other neighbouring states of the
A study is presently being carried
regional
southwest
Indian Ocean.
out on matters such as harmonization of relevant
licencing conditions, reporting procedures. and
the marking of vessels.
PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED
SI -u
There are
the
several constraints
the
fisheries. Someof the problems identified through
that
local artisanal
presently
hamper development of
this study are stated Deluw :
1. the ageing manpower base,
A: fish scarecities during the southeast monsoon
affecting domestic market,
a. the difficult workingconditions.
4. the poor accomodationfacilities,
U1 inadequate safety at sea.
6. lack of adequate port and shore
infrastructures,
7. environmental disturbances on the fisheries
sector, and
I
8. problems relating to maritime training.
a.1. The ageing manpower base
A recent survey indicated that only 30% of those
fishing are younger than thirty years.
doubt that the the
by the
engaged in
There is no fishermen in
Seychelles are portrayed media as being
money away.constant drunkards whosquander their
This of negative reputation of the fishermen
can only be eradicated by educating the
sort
public at
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large of the importance of fishing, and to phat
extent it contributes to the country's economy.It
may encourage parents whose children are
considering taking up a career in fishing to Vlew
the fishing vocation as an important aspect geared
towards the country's economical development. It is
also a fact that the working population in the
fishing industry represent a substantial higher
portion with less education than the total working
population.
One of the drawback is that most of the fishermen
working as skippers on the fishing boats
(schooners) are 45 years of age and their average
experience in fishing is about 27 years. One third
of the fishermen have relatives on board the boat.
and other fishermen had a father whowas a fisher­
man before.
Another drawback is that all the fishermen know
other crew members before coming onboardt. and that
the most usual way irn which a fisherman is
recruited is that he is asked to join the crew by
the skipper. Most of the time a younger man will
have_ difficulties joining a crew because of his
lack of necessary fishing experience.
with the relatively high-aged fishermen population
and an increasing youth unemployment any answer to
the question of how to solve the problem of
recruitment is of great value. It can be assured
that the unemployed youth might themselves provide
clues to their owninterest.
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5.3.2.
Through some interviews with the unemployed youths
of whether they would be interested in employment
in connection with it
that a percentage of the youths are
ihterested in being involved in some g;nd
fisheries activities. was
found large
of cure
education and training if an organization is wil­
ling to recruit them and offer the necessary trai­
ning for a career in the fishing industry. Thus it
is quite clear that the majority of unemployed
youths are quite keen to take up employment and
training for the fisheries sector.
However, the idea that there is little moneyto be
earned in fishing activities persist. Hith proper
motivation and education Seychelles's youths may
develop positive feelings towards joining the
fishing industry.
Fish scarcities affecting the domestic market
during the southeast monsoon.
fish
‘to
During the southeast monsoon (Mayto October)
be
sharp price increases.
fish- landing
fish,
scarcity can particularly acute leading
Coastal areas around major
sites enjoy a reasonably good supply
of while there are areas which suffer
periodic shortages even during the good fishing
SEBSDTIS .
During the southeast monsoonthe weather conditions
in Seychelles waters are so devastating that even
the experienced fishermen cannot proceed out to sea
for fishing. Another serious problem arises because
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most of those experienced fishermen in Seychelles
are not familiar with navigational instruments for
fish finding during the southeast monsoon. A lack
of knowledge about the connection between weather
routeing equipemnt and fishing efficiency has also
been observed. Formal training in the field of
navigation, gear handling. fish handling. and
engine maintenance, is scarce amongthe fishermen.
Furthemore the fishermen have no knowledge of
navigational aid ' instruments, except for the
compass and plumb line. Equipment for fish
detection is not available on all vessels and
charts are not used by the fishermen.
Navigation and fish detection are based on
traditional methodslike visible direction finding
whenthe islands are seen,the use of plumb lines
for depth soundings,the sighting of seagulls.
pieces of floating timber on the surface of the
sea, and knowledge of the marine environment.
Fishing activities often start with someprediction
that the boats are on a fishing bank after the
colour of the water has been observed or seaweed
has been found in the vicinity.
Another serious problem is that the fishermen are
so individualistic that they never operate 1"
groups when they are fishing. Even to form
themselves into a fishermen organization they would
always think of having different organizations in
the different fishing communities. It will only be
through a special educational program that this
attitude may be overcome in the future.
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However, both the traditional navigation and fish
detection techniques adopted by the fishermen are
quite efficient during the northeast monsoon. The
they
using
fishermen are keen sailors and have good
experience in the techniques of sails.
However, because of their inadequate theoretical
knowledge of
they
southeast
navigation and lack of formal
education
the
are unable to operate efficiently
they
proceed to the banks where the unexploited
during monsoon. Furthermore
cannot
species can be captured
of. the
catch rates.
and cannot take advantage
very good possibility of increasing their
The Difficult working conditions
This is partly due to poor accommodation
facilities especially on the present generation of
fishing boats with inadequate life saving
appliances and rudimentary fishing Most Of
the
thwarts for securing the
All the
and lifting the anchor from the sea
gear.
vessels usa,anchor stones. and
the
fishing F0995­
boats on fishing
operations concerned with laying
bed
ground.
are done
manually. It is a very tiring process because
sometimes the depth of the sea bed can be 30 to 40
metres, and the rope has to be pulled up by hand
after a hard day of fishing with temperatures
ranging between 28 and 30 degrees celcius.
Fishermen often have to leave homeas early as one
o'clock in the morning and carry his own food for
the day because there are no available cooking
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5.3.4.
utensils on the small boats to permit them to
a hot
have
meal. Thus usually the fisherman will carry
some dry food consisting of dry biscuits, pieces of
fried fish and a bottle of water. On the small open
boats there are no Sh&1L&PSto protect them from
the rain or the hot tropical sun. Their odd working
hours sometime force them to go without food for ait
certain occasions the fishing might possibly
late
whole day because is quite likely that on
start
in the afternoon if they have had the misfor­
tune of losing the ‘visible direction finding to
know their position on that particular fishing
ground.
They do not carry any sort of first aid kit onboard
is which makes it
It
because there no regulation
compulsory. is probable that if somebodygets
injured at sea involving a deep cutfor example.
there is a high risk of the woundbecoming septic.
Sleeping conditions onboard are not a matter of
priority and fishermen sometimes go for one or two
days without sleep if they find that the fish
This is due to the fact that the
his
are
biting constantly.
infishermen is at that time more interested
catch than anything else.
Poor accomodationfacilities
Manytimes when the fishermen have to return ashore
with the traps for repair, it is very difficult for
conveniently because
them
them to manoever their boats
to sit in the
than
there is limited space for
boats. They do of course at times carry more
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5.3.5.
the small boats can take.
there
On the whalers with
inboard e”QinES are no propeller guards to
protect the fishermen in case thev accidently fall
overboard while the engine is still running. Onthe
large schooners, the accommodation is very b_="‘. The
crew sleep on the floor under deck forward. A small
hatch in the deck is the only entry. There are no
skylights or ventilation systems.
Half a drum on deck is used for grilling and
cooking food and _in the event of rain the crew
cannot cook any food and they have to make do with
whatever dry food they might have on board. Many
times fishermen have had to eat raw rice because
they could not cook due to bad weather.
The sleeping accommodations (the bunks) are very
low and very uncomfortable. They do not have any
fixed or permanent arrangemments for sleeping
purposes. Sometimes the sleeping area is used to
store surplus fish which have been cured by
salting.
There are no proper fresh water tanks available and
the schooners are not properly equipped for such
facilities. Drinking water onboard those fishing
vessels can be a very high health hazard.
Inadequate safety at sea
Concerning safety at sea for the small boats, the
fiberglass boats do not have any sort of bulkhead
separation to keep the boat afloat in case of an
accident of hitting a reef. There are nowrescue
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lines mounted along the outside of the boats. They
do not carry any life jackets or any survival kits
in case of capsizing. They do not have any sort of
communication equipment on board which will allow
them to communicate with the port authority in an
emergencysituation of being lost at sea.
As for the whalers, they are also not equipped with
life buoys, life jackets, and rescue lines. In the
case of whalers staying up to 4 or 5 days at sea,
they do not have any sort of life rafts. There is
no bulkhead to keep the boat afloat in case of
collision with a bigger vessel. However. they do
not carry any navigational lights which are very
useful in case of an ocean liner having not
detected their presence. It is scientific fact that
as those boats are constructed entirely from wood
it is not always possible to have their presence
visible on the radar screen of ocean-going liners.
Concerning the schooners, they also do not carry
any life rafts and are,not properly equipped with
water sealed hatch covers and other closures. They
do not contain any bulkhead separation and
capsizing is always one of the very high risks on
board. There are no navigation lights and nor any
pieces of distress signal equipment. They do not
carry any first aid equipment, and there is no
emergency transmitter to contact a shore base. They
do not carry any survival kit and no dry food con­
signment in case they get lost at sea. There are no
walkie talkie sets onboard which could provide com­
munication between boats in case of injury to a
crew member and the need to transport him ashore
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SI3I6I
for medical attention. No life jackets are made
available and not even a single fire extinguisher
in case of a fire breakout onboard.
Lack of adequate port and shore infrastructures
There is presently a lack of support facilities for
the demersal fleet such as the supply of fuel and
unloading facilities. The extension service is very
limited and it is not available to all fishermen at
fishermen’slarge. There are no
throughout the
service centers
fishing communities providing such
services as gear outfitting stores and gear
workshops.
The boatyard is not sufficiently equipped and there
is not a very high standard of
kept
safety procedures
being there.There are no proper engine
maintenance and repair workshops available in the
different fishing communities. Nodocking
facilities are present1y‘§vailable for the fishing
vessels of the demersal fleets. The skilled manpo­
wer needed such as service engineers, fisheries
workshop managers, and others
the
extension officers.
are presently insufficient for fishinfl
industry.
Environmental disturbances on the fisheries sector
The undertaken
previously have
reclamation
had
marine habitat and eco—systemaround the
Mahe the
different PPDQPBN5
catastrophic effects on the
coastline
of and other inner islands. Manyreefs
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5.3.8.
have been destroyed and fish
they to have been in abundance
abundance have been reported both by fishermen
scarcities in areas
where were known
and
consultants carrying out surveys in those areas.
The extensive amount of estuaries on the eastern
coastline of Mahehave been particularly reduced as
a result of the port developmentactivities invol­
ving reclamation.
The Indian mackerels which were found in abundance
the Beau Vallon bay and round Port Victoria
to
The waters are no more
around
are now very scarce due those development
programs being undertaken.
clear around the Port of
the
Victoria as a result of
transhipment activities going on there.
Problems relating to maritime training
The problems relating to maritime training have
been identified as follows:
(a) the status of the‘ fishermen in society
The work is hard and involves considerable personal
sacrifice. Compensationlevels do not appear to be
attractive to persons considering a career.
(b) the recruitment of students
The numberof students expressing an interest in
fishing is relatively well belowthe 100 require­
ment, (c) selection of student
TIDTINoselection currently exists for identifying
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suitable students early in the program,
(d) lack of boats for on-sea training
There is one boat at present deoiceteo to training
at the Polytechnic and which is now operational,
costs are prohibitive for acquiring more.boats.
However, at least one third of the
should occur at sea.
training time
(e) Multi career orientation
There appears to be a need to emphasize training
for small scale fishing operation on schooners and
whalers rather than for the merchant navy or other
more technogically advance careers at sea.
(f) lack of public relationship
There is no one responsible at the school of mari­
time studies to promote public relationship with
the fishing industry. .
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6.1. RE-EVALUATION OF‘ THE FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT POLICY
Fishing development cannot progress effectively
unless the core is given the utmost attention. This
core manpoweris unmistakeably of priority and needs
the attention of the managementbody of the fisheries
sector when planning fisheries development for the
near future. This is because small scale fisheries
development is highly labour intensive and unless the
required skilled manpoweris provided the development
cannot be viable.
It is quite certain that education and training for
the fisheries sector needs to be given overall
priority in the developmentof the fishing industry
in Seychelles. Throughthe problems identified, for
example fish scarcities during the southeast monsoon
and inadeaquate safety at sea. Those fishermen who
operate without the proper training presntly. will
have to be provided with the necessary training.
It is important that the fishermen have a basic
knowledge of the engine mechanism in order to carry
out simple engine repair in case of engine failure at
sea. This will prevent excessive operational and
maintenance cost for them.
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Furthermore. it will save them the unnecessary towing
costs which they will have to face in case they have
not got any basic engineering knowledge. It is
essential that as the fisherman’s income is quite
low, the cost of motor repair should be kept as low
as possible.
Past experiences have shown that neglect of the
training factor in fisheries developmenthas been
detrimental to manydeveloping countries. sometimes
resulting in the collapse of the project undertaken.
For example, in the case of one Southeast Asia's
nation, having more than 30 shipyards. the vessels
could not be readily serviced, and the repair of
boats or maintenance of deck machinery and electronic
equipment could not be performed because the. country
did not have the necessary skilled labour to carry
out those works. This was because of the fact that
education and training had been overlooked at the
initial stage of the fishing industry's development
when commercial fisheries development started in
Seychelles, the training componenthad not been given
the necessary attention. This was because the
foreign aid donors did not consider training of
crucial importanceat the initial stage of fisheries
development as they were providing the necessary
expertise. However,this is not presently the case,
thus the importance of training will have to be taken
into consideration at the time of any future projects
planning.
Little emphasis has been laid by the Seychelles
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Fishing Authority on developing manpowertraining to
its full potential for the small scale fisheries.
This is because the authority has been concentrating
moreof its attention on administrative matters
involving capital-intensive fishing developmentsuch
as the canning factory, purse seining activities.
and research mostly geared towards the industrial
fisheries rather than the small scale fisheries.
It is thus evident that on reviewing and evaluatina
the present training system at the School of Maritime
studies in Seychelles, little progress has been made
in catering skilled manpower,the most critical need
to accelerate the development of the small scale
fisheries
In recent years there has been a great decline in the
availability of a younger skilled labour force to
serve the small scale fisheries. Mostof the present
generation of experienced fishermen are slowly fadino
out because of their old age and retirement from
fishing. I
The fishermen normally have to obtain their
provisions of gear and equipment from retailers
outside their homedistricts. Service centres should
preferably be established in the fishing communities
containing gear outfitting stores and gear workshops.
It is considered best to have all services of this
type rendered by one organization with the skilled
labour force specialized for this purpose.
Fisheries development should be viewed within the
overall development of the economy both at the
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national and regional levels. Thus it is important
that 3 SOUHUknowledge of the resource both from the
technical and economical view points is known. so as
to make a choice between conflicting options. !t is
quite vital that regional co-operation be established
in an effort to control the migratory species.
because these species do not consider any man-made
boundary lines when they have to migrate.
At the initial stage of discussion for the
establishment of the canning factory, an adequate
labour skill before the factory becameoperational­
should have been considered. This is quite important
because canning is a capital-intensive operation and
its economicsof production require careful analysis.
It would have been possible to look into areas of
obtaining the finance necessary to train the required
labour force for this industry.
Certain parastatal organizations in Seychelles
involved with fisheries development have their
bureaucratic system based on the civil service system
and working hours. Thus they do not provide the
necessary flexibility to fit into the unscheduledand
sometimesunpredictable activities of fishing, which
in addition is highly seasonal.
Manytimes fishermen arriving ashore on Saturday find
that they have to wait until Mondayto unload their
catch_ because the main cold storage centers are not
open on Saturday for business purposes. This results
in large amounts of fish spoilling and subsequent
wastage.
Furthermore certain staff members employed are not
commercially
take
orientated or may lack the incentive to
quick commercial decisions. There are also
managers and chief executives who do not have the
necessary expertise in the fishing industry. It is
envisaged that in the future in-service training will
be provided at the School of Maritime Studies for
those membersof staff lacking the necessary experti­
se.
Necessary steps should be taken to have a set of
formulated
of Health and Safety
regulations which will deal with aspects
at Sea for the small scale
fisheries sector. This- can be on the line of
encouraging the younger generation to take up a
career with the fisheries sector.
It is the aim of this
which
paper to propose objectives
will encourage more young people to take up a
career in the fisheries sector through the School of
Maritime Studies in the future. However. the present
pathway of the training component is conspicuously
littered with numerouspitfalls in such waythat the
propose training system will need constant review and
evaluation after the initial stage of implementation
of the project.
OBJECTIVES OF FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT
The proposed objectives are more geared towards
providing the necessary tools in order to make
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Iishing an attractive vocation.lt is envisaged that
the integration of the proposed objectives statec
below alongside the existing objectives of the
fisheries policy of the Governmentof Seychelles will
further have concerted action to the management and
development of the fisheries sector. The proposed
objectives are as follows :
1. to increase small scale fisheries,
2. to introduce modern equipment and develop distant
water fisheries,
a. to develop co-operative or fishermen’s associa­
tion, and
I
4. to improve the present nutritional standard
through increased fish consumption.
6.3. STRATEGIES TO MEET OBJECTIVES
Giventhe size of its territorial waters, Seychelles
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is well poised for expansion in this sector of 1:5
economy. Some forward planning is u5efu1 at tn;5
point if Seychelles is to realize its goal of
establishing fishing as a priority in national
development.
There is in no doubt that when methods of fisheries
managementfor small scale fisheries are based on the
assumption that control and implementation would be
under the direction of governmentofficers, this may
not always provide the most effective channel.
For example, if the fishery is highly localized
inshore, then it maybe more effective to allow local
fishermen themselves to control and manageaccess to
the resource they fish.
Management measures implemented by such fishermen is
probably much more effective than when implemented by
government officers, since fishermen have their own
interests at heart and mayhave their ownsanction to
deal with offenders.
It is in this respect that the proposed strategies
are geared towards providing the fishermen with such
services so that they have more incentives to manage
their own fisheries from which they earn their
living.
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Strategies to meet the above mentioned objectives are
as follows:
For the first three objectives. the strategies
proposed are:
(a) to establish an intensive training scheme for
indigenous personnel at all levels in the
fisheries sector, and
(b) to provide incentive programs to small scale
fishermen.
For the fourth objective, the stategies proposed are:
(a) to carry out a preliminary survey on the demand
for fish on the local markets,
(b) to encourage the development of market strategies
to increase consumption of a wider variety of
species including tropical trash fish, and
\
(c) to promote advertising campaigns to overcome the
built in prejudices against iced and frozen fish.
PROGRAMS TO IMPLEMENT STRATEGIES
The programs to implement the strategies will be
phased out over the next 15 years starting from the
year 1988. It will be necessary to carry out
feasibility studies at various stages of development
of the projects. It is quite essential that
throughout the development programs evaluation of the
B1
projects is undertaken so that future changes can be
adapted to improve the effectiveness of the projects
which will benefit the fishermen at large as well as
the country's ec-nomv.
The programs to implement the strategies for the
first three objectives will be as follows:
1. An immediate evaluation of the
at the
of a
current training
programme School of Maritime Studies ano
proposal training scheme for fishermen.
2. Provision for subsidies and assistance to
fishermen
As for the fourth objective the program to implement
the strategies are:
1. For strategies (a) and (b), the recruitment and
training of a certain number of Fisheries
out
the
Extension Officers will Em required to
the task the
carry
of informing population on
essential nature of the programmedstrategies.
2. For_strategy (c) liaison with foreign donors to
provide the necessary fund for development of the
project will be needed. ,
PHASED OUT DEVELOPMENT PLAN TO MEET DESIRED OUTCOME
AT VARIOUS HORIZONS OF TIME
In addition to the broad national objectives and the
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proposed objectives, the aims of the fisheries deve­
lopment plan will be:
(a) to ensure appropriate fleet, processing and
storing capacities and necessary infrastructures.
and
(b) to enhance and maintain professional skills at
all levels and in every sector of the industry.
The plan is divided into separate but interdependent
phases which enables due attention to be paid to
physical facilities. manpowerresources and
organizational priorities.The plan is divided into
three five year phases.
The main features of the various phases as training.
fleet structures and operations are as follows:
PHASE 1
I
1. Evaluation of the present training program.
The curriculum of the School of Maritime studies
covers the following main subjects taught over six
terms of three months each.
1. French and English language,
2. arithmetic/mathematics.
3. basic navigation,
4. construction, stability and handling of boats,
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S. hygiene,
6. fishing techniques, gear handling,
7. oceanography,
8. ropework, net repairs, and gear maintenance.
At the Department of -Engineering 2 year training
covering courses in the following subjects:
1. general engineering (basic)
2. refrigeration for marine plants,
3. marine engineering, and
4. electrical installation for small boats.
The present situation of ,the School of Maritime
Studies reflects :
(a) a low academic level of the pupils entering the
school compared with the curriculum and subjects
taught,
(b) varying interest amongthe students in acquiring
the knowledge and experience,
(c) limited familiarity with the educational system,
(d
‘hf difficulties in the adaptation to the residential
school system,
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(e) difficulties arising from the teaching in French
language and from the writing in both French and
English.
(f \l‘ little experience among the students in the
fishing sector,,
(g) difficulties in assessment of the short and long
term priorities. of the fishing industry and of
the individuals already engaged in it.
There are no set time tables, and sometimes the
students finish school before having acquired the
necessary skills which would have been required of
him on joining a fishing boat.
There is nobody responsible for public relations from
the school, and furthermore there is no link between
the school and Seychelles Fishing Authority.
I
PHASE 1
2. Proposed training scheme
The training programmemust be modified to:
1. ensure the effective selection of students,
2. concentrate on small scale fishing boats,
3. balance sea practical training with course work,
4‘ . provide 100 trained fishermen per annum,
B5
5. provide more training (one additional year? for
those few who can qualify for specialized maritime
training.
The following training programme is proposed
Intake
During the five year period of Phase 1, the minimum
intake of 120 students per annumis proposed. This
intake should be given priority to the college
leavers but if unfilled places are available. it
should be open to anyone. who wishes to follow a
career in fishing and who meets departmental
requirements for admission.
All students would spend at least one week at sea
during the first three months of term and following
this. a selection would be made of students judged
suitable for employmentat sea.
‘I
Essential equipment
In order to provide a minimum of one-third of the
training time at sea, it is necessary to have boats
sufficient to provide 9438 student days at sea. (Each
student would spend a minimumof 66 days at sea.)
It is estimated that boats could be at sea (including
weekends and holidays) approximately 230 days per
year.
Each boat will have to accommodate 10 students per
trip or 2300 student days at sea during an entire
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year, then five boats would appear to be adequate to
provide the required training.
The ooats to be used for training should be identi­
fied by the Seychelles Fishing Authority and provided
to the school.
The cost of maintenance of five boats is estimated at
Seychelles Rupees 442,000 per annum.
Stafhfing
At present the Department has 3.5 teaching staff
including the Head of Department. In order to
accommodate an intake of 120, the following new staff
are required.
5 skipper/trainers
2.5 trainers on land (shore based staff)
\
The staff/student ratio will be 1:15. It is expected
that the additional staffing requirement can be met
locally. The additional cost of 7.5 trainers will be
approximately Seychelles Rupees 200,000 per annum.
Program Content
All students will have to follow a commonfirst year
foundation course of practical training in fishing
including :
practical preparation of fishing lines (baiting)
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practical fishing techniques.
practical use of nets and traps,
practical fish handling and net repair, and
practical seamanship (basic navigation).
All training will be carried out on the trainin boats
at sea which usually will operate for one whole week.
The practical courses should as muchas possible be
taught in the national language which is Creole.
At the end of this first year program students will
be certified as fishermen by the Seychelles
Polytechnic and qualified to work in a fishing fleet.
Students of high potential for advanced study (no
more tha 15) will continue into the second year which
will provide specialization in:
navigation
fishing techniques,and
marine engineering.
A special training programmewill be initiated for
existing fishermen . Similarly there will be a need
for advice and practical training for all personnel
dealing with fish handling ,processing and
preservation.
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The training of existing fishermen will be carried
out in their owndistricts and it will be planned in
a way so as not to involve too much of their time and
be madeinteresting so as to be attractive to them.
The training programme for the existing fishermen
will have to include
basic navigation (both theoretical and practical)
safety of fishing vessels,
fish handling and processing at sea,
use of modern electronic equipment, and
hygiene and first aid at sea.
A mobile training bus could be made available‘ for
that purpose.
The Fisheries Extension Officers will be trained in
the following :
helping all fishermen in improving their fishing
methods and the handling of their catch,
providing advice and practical courses for the
managers and workers in the industry in all aspects
of fish handling, including the establishment of
technically suitable working procedures;
providing feedback to the various bodies responsible
for rural and fisheries development throughout the
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country about the necessary future steps to be taken.
The training proposed for the middle managers who
have no background knowledge of the fishing industry
will be more concentrated on fishing technology wrick
will contain such subjects as:
fisheries Biology.
fishing gear technology,
fishing nets and handling techniques.
managementof small scale fisheries, and
public Relation.
PHASE 1
3. Incentive program: Subsidies and Assistance to
Fishermen
The incentive program wi11'be aimed at encouraging
persons to becomeinvolved in the fishing industry.
It will surely encourage more investment in the
fishing industry thereby stimulating production and
the availability of fish and fish products to the
population at large. The facilities will involve
rebates on tax and duties and grants will include:
(a) duty free concessions
These concessions will be provided to boat
owners/operators who will have to be registered
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(b)
(c)
(d
'-v’
and at the same time
The
with the Fisheries Division,
undergo training for existing fishermen.
concessions will be given on engine. boats. goods
and equipment,
the
which are imported especially for
use in fistiwo industry. Sr='e parts fcr
fishing vessel and special equipment for fishing
vessels such as echo sounders, radars. radio.
telephones. electric fishing reels and compasses
will also be eligible for duty free concessions.
purchase tax concession
These will be in respect to the purchase of
boats, engines, equipment, and vehicles which
will be used entirely for fishing activities.
subsidies
A cash subsidy will be given for new artisanal
boats over 8 metres in length.
fuel rebate and subsidised fuel
U
A rebate on fuel and lubricating oil used in
fishing operations will be given to fishermen
involved in fishing activities in the small scale
fisheries. The rebate will be paid to owners
based on a quota system determined by the horse
power rating of the engine used. The quota and
subsidy pay can be set after negotiations with
the fishermen and other people involved in the
fishing industry.
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CONCLUSION
7.1.1.TRAINING
The current training at the School of Maritime Studies
does not presently the
Most of the
cater to fishing industry.
youths whofinish their studies at the
school find themselves without employment. It is clear
that the lack of a link
Authority
from this present trend
the
School of Maritime Studies must
between Seychelles Fishing and the
have contributed to
this problem.
The school should have established at its opening a
curriculum committee consisting of: '
1. a representative from the Seychelles Fishing
Authority working in a high managementposition at
the Department,
2. one representative from the private sector of the
small scale fisheries whois an owner/operator of a
fishing boat and who has had a very long experience
in vessel operation,
Office3. a staff member from the National Union who
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deals with matters relevant to the fishing industry
(small scale fisheries),
4. a representative of the Public Health Department
having extensive experience in dealing with fishirc
casualties or accidents,
5. an officer from the Ministry of Education engaged
in pedagogical research mainly in the field of
maritime education and training in relation to the
training of fishermen,
6. a representative of the Fish Division of the
Seychelles Marketing Board dealing with the
development of marketing strategies, and
7. a Fisheries Extension officer for small scale
fisheries.
.
The appointment of a public relations officer to the
school will possibly ease this critical problemof
unemploymentin the future. because it will be his task
to see to placement of the youths onboard fishing
vessels while they are in their initial training.
In the future the Head of Department must have the
incentive of not having the bureaucratic type attitude
of adhering to the office working hours of 8 to 4,and
carry out some research in finding out whythere is
this trend of unemploymentof the youths after they
have been initially trained at the school and obtained
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a certificate of qualification as fisherman. It will
be appropriate to have a Deputy Head.
An incentive program will have to be initiated as
earlier as possible so as to reap success. Most of the
owners/operators benefitting from the incentive program
will be asked to have one or two of the students
embarkedon their fishing vessels.
Those students will be some good elements to promote
the campaign for adequate safety at sea, hygiene. use
of survival kits and first aid equipment. Their action
onboard those fishing vessels will influence the old
fishermen to adapt themselves to be more conscious of
safety and hygienic conditions which are generally
neglected.
Thus it is concluded that the earliest possible
attention be given to changing the present training
system at the school and looking into adopting the
proposed training at the‘ school in the immediate
future.
The staff at the school will have to be kept informed
of the trial period of the proposed training scheme.
Their criticism should be invited if changes will have
to be adopted. It will be of great value if regular
meetings are held and different areas are investigated,
makingthe training scheme benefit the small scale
fisheries in the future.
The students’ viewpoints will also be of great value to
help evaluate the proposed training. Even the students
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whoare already in the working field can contribute to
the evaluation of the proposed training scheme.
The incentive programwill also contribute its part.
Although the paper has looked at some of the other
objectives which are of value to the development of the
small scale fisheries, to elaborate on all the proposed
the this
has been laid more on the training
objectives will be beyond scope of paper.
Therefore emphasis
It would
elaborate on the other objectives.
component. have been quite interesting to
However, there is a
time constraint which does not permit this.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that a Maritime forum be formed
to
School of Maritime Studies.
as
soon as possible look into the curriculum of the
Furthermore, it is recommended that the committee.
mentioned earlier in the conclusion paragraph be
formed. That at the earliest possibility this
committee look at the DRAFT DOCUMENTFOR GUIDANCE ON
FISHERMEN’S TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION prepared by the
Food and Agriculture Organization, the International
Labour Organization and the International Maritime
Organization. The committee will consider if any
changes have to be made to the proposed training scheme
with regard to that Draft Document.
It is also recommendedthat a Legal Committee be set up
to draft a set of regulations which will deal with the
questions of poor accommodation facilities and
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inadequate safety of the vessels whenat sea.
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